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Subject: Literacy  

Compose a sentence orally and use your phonic knowledge to attempt to compose sentences. At 

home you can encourage your child to write about their day at school.  Please work on the following 

high frequency words; we can, had and this.   

 

Subject: Maths 

To recognise the addition and equals symbol. Children will begin to understand the purpose of both 

symbols and how they are used in a number sequence. At home pupils can practice making the sym-

bols using their hands. They can also begin to count items e.g toys, fruit, creating their own addition 

sums.  

 

Subject: Science 

This week the children will be introduced to gravity and will explore how it affects our daily lives. At 

home the children can experiment the force of gravity by conducting the Gravity Water Drop experi-

ment. This next experiment requires just three items: A paper cup, water, a pencil. 

On the outside of the cup near the bottom, poke a hole using a pencil. Placing a finger over the hole, 

fill the cup with water. Remove your finger from the hole. You should find that the water flows out of 

the cup in an even, steady stream (if the water is not quite flowing smoothly, try poking a new hole 

and refill the cup with water). Next, holding your finger over the hole, fill the cup once again with 

water. Drop the cup, removing your finger from the hole at the same time. You’ll find that as the cup 

falls, no water flows out of the hole. 

 

Subject: Design technology 

This week we are building our catapult, which the children will then test. At home you can encourage 

your children to discuss alternative materials that could have been used to build a catapult.   

 

Subject: Project 

This week the children will be learning about the similarities and differences between Victorian and 

modern houses. They will be exploring different features of Victorian houses such as, Decorative 

roof tops, panels and bay windows.  At home you could look outside your window and observe the 

different houses in your local area. Please encourage your child to explain why they feel it is a 

modern/Victorian house, pointing out the features that tell them so.  


